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Chapter 1

Bisulo had just about dozed off when the lizard fell on his head. 
The morning’s toil had caught up with him sooner even than it had 
the day before, and, as one who esteemed his instincts highly, he 
had been sure to heed them with a quick nap. Indeed, on several 
occasions in Bisulo’s life, heeding his instincts had saved it.

One particularly balmy evening several seasons previous, a 
chap in Bisulo’s clan had accidentally beaten his new wife to death, 
the inconvenience of which, as we soon shall learn, had presented 
a great calamity for the village. Bloody and protracted inter-tribal 
conflict, liable to persist for generations, wasn’t at all uncommon to 
the part of Africa wherein our tale takes place – and so it was for 
Bisulo’s clan, the Chupame, who had come to regard their incessant 
raidings of their foes, the Chiwanga, and the expectation that they 
would be summarily raided in turn, as simply another of life’s many 
vicissitudes.

The effects of this fractious history on village life were many 
and manifold. From a tender age the clan children had learnt it 
was unsafe to pass beyond the village’s Western boundaries; in the 
women it had become second nature to be constantly looking over 
their shoulders while carrying out their daily chores; and for the 
poor men it was an anxious walk back to the village each day from 
their mid-morning hunt for the fear that they would find their huts 
burnt down, their women in various states of distress, and their 
beer all gone.

Therefore, although the Chupame were the more powerful 
clan, when an unarmed Chiwanga messenger had one day arrived 
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requesting an audience with the Great Chief Mklonkwo, the move 
had been received with cautious curiosity. He had been sent at the 
behest of the Chiwanga chief with news of great import, the man 
had nervously explained, stationed ten paces from the chief ’s hut – 
and so Mklonkwo had let him stand out in the hot sun for a very 
long time before coming out to receive him, by which time a great 
crowd had amassed to hear what the loathsome Chiwangano had 
to say. 

As it was soon revealed, it was indeed on a very important 
purpose that the messenger had been deployed. It concerned the 
women in their village, he had explained; they had so tired of living 
in fear that their husbands’ beer might be thieved that, following 
the Chupame’s last raid, a small contingent had approached their 
chief, despondently inquiring as to the reason for the conflict. And, 
in what had proven a rather embarrassing circumstance, neither he 
nor any other of the village elders had been able to recall it! Why, 
it was downright humiliating! Would the Great Chief Mklonkwo 
therefore be so kind as to remind him of the reason for their enmity, 
the messenger had asked, in order that their chief might redeem 
himself in the eyes of the women and the men continue fighting 
the good fight? It wasn’t that their warriors were scared, he was 
quick to add. Not in the least! But the women were now so poorly 
disposed to the conflict that, what with their incessant moping and 
whining and pestering, they were really making life in the village 
quite unpleasant. 

When situations such as these usually arose, there generally 
existed somebody in the clan who could remember and relay to 
the messenger the origins of the violence. The latter would then 
be invited to sit and enjoy a customary meal of fofo, and, upon his 
finishing this, be immediately chased from the village, whereon the 
warring would resume afresh. On this particular occasion, how-
ever, neither Mklonkwo nor any of the other Chupame elders had 
been able to recall the source of their acrimony. And thus, faced 
with little other choice, it was agreed that a temporary truce should 
be installed until such time that somebody could.
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For the five full moons that this precarious detente had prevailed, 
the Chupame had actually come to find the ensuing state of relative 
peace one not entirely without benefit. Once more could the village 
children play along the village’s western boundaries, the women 
were found to run their errands more efficiently, and the men were 
greatly cheered by the extra time it offered them of directing their 
energies to other worthy pursuits – such as raiding their enemies to 
the East, the Nirefu.

Upon the rising of the fifth full moon it was therefore agreed 
between the chiefs that there would be no dishonour to either side 
in the truce’s being established permanently. Each clan conducted 
one final raid, for old time’s sake, and a virgin niece of each chief 
was then married off to a Big Man in the other tribe, the rationale 
of this being that, should the conflict’s cause ever one day recur 
to someone, her vulnerability should serve as a deterrent to it 
reigniting.

Now, as you might by this point have guessed, it was precisely 
this very woman who had been killed by Bisulo’s clansman. And 
so, fearing that the peace might unravel, Chief Mklonkwo had 
ordered the Big Man to go to the Chiwanga chief with an apology 
and invitation to name his compensation. 

As this particular Big Man’s older brother, Bisulo was obliged 
by custom to accompany him on his journey. Yet, on the morning 
that they were to depart, he had started feeling uneasy about the 
whole thing. His gut felt twisted and queasy, his hands were shaky, 
his thinking was muddled and, as though to attest to all this, he had 
experienced a rather dramatic episode of diarrhea just as they were 
preparing to set out. Interpreting this then as his intuition advising 
him against going, Bisulo, drawing on his prerogative as second 
eldest brother, had refused.

It was a good thing that he did. For, as things had transpired, 
the Chiwanga chief had had Bisulo’s older brother burnt to death as 
compensation for his niece’s murder, and, as the price for keeping 
the peace, had had Bisulo’s younger brother – who had had to go in 
Bisulo’s place – decapitated.
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Whilst it had naturally saddened Bisulo to see his only brothers 
lost to such tragic ends, his wasn’t such a gloomy soul as not also 
to recognise something to be savoured from knowing that his im-
pulses had rung true, and, for many days thereafter, he had spoken 
candidly to those of his clansmen polite enough to listen not only 
of the cruel fate that had befallen him, but of his excellent sense of 
intuition.

Bisulo’s supreme instincts had again come into effect several 
months later, when, it being believed that a small child who’d not 
been seen for several days had wandered off into The Spooky 
Forest, Mklonkwo had selected a small contingent of the village 
men to venture in looking for her. Although he barely knew the 
child, Bisulo had again been one of those selected, and again he 
had found an ominous sense of foreboding welling up in him not 
long before they were due to set out. Hoping thus not to recreate 
the controversy that had transpired on the previous occasion when 
he had opted to go with his instincts, Bisulo had this time elected to 
go and hide in the roof of the yam hut – wherein he had remained 
for two nights.

In another tragic loss to the village, the group of men had never 
returned – though the child was recovered when Bisulo had spot-
ted her trapped in amongst the pile of yams on the morning of the 
third day. 

In spite of Bisulo’s rescuing of the child, the whole episode 
hadn’t done much for Bisulo’s popularity in the village. Not that 
this had much bothered him. What was important, Bisulo felt, was 
that his instincts had again evidenced an intuition more highly at-
tuned than in others: though he’d never have confessed it, Bisulo 
had come to esteem his own natural instincts more highly even 
than he did the authority of the spirits.

The lizard had dropped squarely onto the crown of Bisulo’s 
head, from where it had slithered down his face to land belly up 
in the little diamond of dirt between his legs, clawing feebly at the 
air and, once he had recovered from the surprise interruption, the 
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first thing Bisulo did was flip the thing over and pick it up for closer 
examination. 

Astute fellow that he was, it didn’t take Bisulo long to recognise 
the lizard as the type that habited the outcrop of rocks down by the 
river at the village’s eastern boundary. They had been a common 
feature in the village until some seasons ago, when Mklonkwo, 
discovering a drowned one at the bottom of his beer calabash, had 
ordered them banished from his village, going on to decree that 
any clansman who met with one inside the village grounds was 
legally bound to kill it. So, while some lizards did still venture in 
on occasion, it was thus with far less frequency and a clear sense of 
trepidation. 

In its remaining state, the lizard was about as long as Bisulo’s 
forearm, excluding his hand. What he really noticed about the 
creature, however, was its very poor condition. Almost a third of 
the tail was missing, as was an entire hind leg, and a glob of intes-
tines was seeping from a sizeable incision that streaked the animal’s 
belly. Appraising the thing once more, Bisulo rested his head back 
against the tree trunk and set about pondering how it could pos-
sibly have come to land on his head. Naturally, his first thoughts 
were of magic.

In Chupame culture, the sending of animals was a common 
medium by which to let others know that you either wished them 
harm or wanted to marry them. In either of these cases however, a 
badly damaged lizard struck Bisulo as a most peculiar choice. If the 
intended message had been to inform Bisulo that someone meant 
him harm, a frog or mouse would have been the obvious choice, 
and would have appeared in good health. If, on the other hand, 
a marriage proposal was the intent, a small dead fish, typically 
encountered at dusk, would have been the norm.

For quite some time, Bisulo tried to recall any spells that made 
use of a dead lizard – but to no avail. Bisulo yawned: all this con-
jecture was making him tired once more and, snuggling back down 
into a comfy position against the tree trunk, Bisulo let his gaze drift 
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listlessly onto the setting before him. 
From his vantage point under the big baobab, Bisulo could see 

the women of the village planting their rice. The scorching mid-
morning sun made the shallow water in which they worked shim-
mer splendidly and, every now and again, one of them would stand 
up, wipe her brow with her hand, and rearrange her skirt before 
bending back down and getting back to it. Trying to guess which 
of them would be the next to go through this routine was one of 
Bisulo’s most favourite of games. 

Shifting his gaze now slightly to the side, Bisulo found he could 
see old Kgkenka and his sons rethatching the family’s roof with 
fresh straw. Tottering past them was a group of small children 
clutching bundles of firewood in their arms, the older girls bringing 
up the rear also balancing water-filled calabashes atop their heads. 
Along the outskirts of the rice paddy in which the women were 
working, several boys were herding the village goats, hitting their 
rumps with short sticks whenever they paused too long to feed on 
the grasses sprouting from the ridge. Trying to pick which of the 
goats would be the next to receive a good whack was another of 
Bisulo’s most favourite of games – he generally found he was better 
at this game than the rice paddy one. Pretty soon the men would 
start filtering back into the village from the morning’s hunt and the 
women would begin preparing the evening meal. When dusk came 
the sun would sink back into the muddy bog beyond the White 
Mountains and the entire village would gather to sing songs and 
listen to the stories of the elders.

All in all, it was a serene scene: the entire village, from the 
smallest child who had just learned to walk to the oldest elder who 
could barely still stand, all going about their tasks in harmony and 
unison. Whilst there was certainly no shortage of things that Bisulo 
found disagreeable about life in his village, one of the things he 
did like was the way in which everyone had their own place in it. 
It often charmed him to think that each village member, no matter 
how small or enfeebled, had their own role and responsibility as-
signed to them, and that this was what would ensure the village’s 
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best chance of survival. At this moment, Bisulo ruminated, this very 
moment, everybody was occupied and applied; utilised and useful; 
accountable and accounted for. Everybody was working. Everybody 
engaged. Everybody, that was, but for Bisulo. A profound sense of 
satisfaction welled up inside Bisulo’s heart as he reflected upon this 
happy irony. 

The mid-morning glare had started edging its way through 
the leaves of the overhanging branches and, nurturing this happy 
thought, Bisulo closed his eyes, rested his head back further against 
the tree, and let the warmth marble over his face. The mystery of 
the lizard faded breezily from his mind as he tuned into the sooth-
ing echoes of a tree being hacked away at far off in the distance. 
Nambake was having another wedding in a few days, and several 
of the men had volunteered to go and help him fell the appropriate 
tree for his bridal log. As for Bisulo, he had had better ideas as to 
how he could spend his day, but he knew that once the tree had 
been hewn the log would need to be transported back to the village 
and he would doubtless be called upon to lend a hand. Because of 
this, he had dearly hoped that Mklonkwo wouldn’t pick a tree too 
far off; though, judging by the dulled sounds of the chopping, this 
was precisely what he had done. 

It had sometimes taken an entire day to transport a tree of 
Mklonkwo’s choosing back to the village. On that of Bisulo’s own 
wedding it had actually taken three – though, to be fair, this was 
more to do with incidental factors hindering its transport than the 
actual distance involved. For a start, very few of Bisulo’s ne’er-do-
well clansmen had offered him any help, and Bisulo had had to draw 
on his greatest methods of guile and manipulation until he had 
finally been able to enlist Enko, his two brothers and Lying Amalfo 
to his cause. The other, probably more serious hurdle, however, was 
Mklonkwo, who, as a punishment for what he had termed Bisulo’s 
‘persistent shirking of responsibilities’, had refused to sit on top of 
the log to make it lighter. And then there were the chimpanzees …

As things had chanced, the tree Mklonkwo had chosen for 
Bisulo had long been inhabited by a particularly pugnacious band 
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of chimpanzees who had proven extremely reluctant to see it taken 
from them, and Bisulo’s bachelor party had had to begin each day’s 
work warding them off. They were fierce fighters, those brutes: 
chimpanzees were widely regarded as the dirtiest fighters of all apes, 
possessing an especially acute understanding when it came to the 
inflicting of pain, and during times of territorial disputes between 
rival chimp factions, it wasn’t at all uncommon to find their ugly 
bodies strewn throughout the forest, having often been killed in 
the most horrendous of ways: limbs torn off, throats ripped open, 
genitals gnawed away, bellies disemboweled …

Suddenly, Bisulo’s eyes shot open. Scrambling quickly to his 
feet, he took a few steps back from the tree, shielded his eyes from 
the sunlight streaming through the leaves, and peered up into its 
canopy.

His childhood having consisted a great deal in searches for 
honey, Bisulo was well-practised at peering up into trees. Three 
times twice he walked around that tree, scanning each branch right 
up to the very top. Far back from it he stood assessing it, then, 
flattened close up against its trunk, he gazed into its foliage. He 
tapped on the wood, shouted out all manner of taunts and insults, 
and even threw a few rocks up into the branches … nothing. No 
chimpanzee appeared; no chimpanzee sounded; no chimpanzee 
smelt. In fact, save for a rather aggrieved-looking falcon perched 
just above where he had been sitting, it seemed that the tree was 
completely empty.

His powers of reasoning thus wholly expended, Bisulo at last 
conceded that the whole lizard mystery was to remain just that. 
Some mysteries, he mused, were rather like that … and with this 
consolation, our hero turned his back once more to the tree and, 
juggling the lizard carcass pensively from hand to hand, with his 
expression casting ponderously out over the rice paddies before 
him, Bisulo began weighing up his options.

Lizard flesh was a meat that Bisulo himself didn’t much care 
for. Tart in smell and tough in texture, it was an acquired taste for 
which few professed any favour. Yet, that being the case, mixed in 
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with a bit of rice and chilli, a meal it did make. Ubreki, our hero’s 
first wife, was in fact rather fond of lizard … though Bisulo was 
damned if she’d be getting any in light of her attitude these past few 
days.

Times, you might appreciate, had not been kind to our hero 
of late. There had been a scantiness of game in Bisulo’s general 
whereabouts recently, and for this he had found himself being un-
duly chastised by his two bullying wives who, upon the occasion 
of Bisulo’s returning home sans meat for the eighth night in a row, 
had informed him they’d be keeping their loins closed to him until 
such time that he did.

Whilst it had been Kiplofo, the wife of Bisulo’s younger brother 
whom custom had obliged him to take on post-immolation, who 
had presented him this ultimatum, Bisulo had suspected Ubreki 
to be the brains behind it. She could be a real warthog sometimes, 
old Ubreki. In fact, it now occurred to our hero, she could be a real 
warthog most times. Cranky, lazy, self-interested, shorn of reason – 
she extolled the sum of all qualities Bisulo despised in a person, and 
it often pained Bisulo deeply to think back all those seasons ago to 
the trouble he had gone to in lugging back that huge bridal log for 
her … Where had his supreme sense of intuition been the day he’d 
decided to marry a warthog, Bisulo now wanted to know?

Well, whatever his blunders of the past, rest assured, dear reader, 
that the valiant protagonist of our tale was now under no delusion 
as to the limited sway his new-found kill might bear in the matter 
at hand. A half-eaten lizard, he knew, would do little to further his 
cause of having the thumping ban overturned. Of this he felt quite 
certain, for when it came to unscrupulous women like Ubreki and 
Kiplofo – women out for all they could get from hapless dejects 
down on their luck – Bisulo had long ago learnt that fairness played 
no part in matters at all. For Bisulo’s two conniving and unfeel-
ing wives, thumpings were just one more ploy to extort from him 
frivolous, material things like food, shelter and a nominal degree 
of security. The relieving of any testicular discomfort he might be 
experiencing was purely incidental to all this. It meant nothing to 
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them really. Why, scoffed our hero, it was by now no less than an 
entire elephant that his wives would likely be demanding!

‘And?’ asked our hero, gazing out defiantly towards the village 
where his treacherous wives lurked, ‘What of it?’ If those bullies 
insisted on keeping up their obdurate ploy then he would just go 
right on and let them! What matter really was it to him anyway? 
They, and the children, could go a night more without meat … 
and that was all there was to it! He, the man of the hut, would not 
be coerced; would not be hoodwinked; would not risk a shaming 
for their haughtiness. Not he. Not the almighty Bisulo! Lesser men 
perhaps … but not the greatest man who ever had lived! Why, he 
thought, subconsciously wringing the scaly matter between his 
hands as one might a sodden tea-towel, if a tasty little lizard wasn’t 
enough to procure a good thumping from a man’s own wives in this 
day and age, then that loss was theirs to bear. Theirs … and theirs 
alone. 

And besides, reasoned our hero now as he started out bravely 
for his village, he could certainly think of someone for whom it 
should.


